Apocalypse
1 Samuel 1:4-20; 1 Samuel 2:1-10; Hebrews 10:11-14, (15-18), 19-25; Mark 13:1-8
The evening news was overwhelmingly depressing as the pandemic was raging. The many
dead, the ever spiraling numbers of infected people, the overcrowded ICU’s, and the litany of death.
But always, the evening news would end with a feel-good story: a kid writes a thank you note to the
letter carrier, a little girl rescues a kitten up a tree. One couple noticed, walking around the block,
teddy bears placed in windows by many of their neighbors. Why?
When asked about the teddy bear in the window, one neighbour replied “Just a little way of
saying, ‘hey, we’re going to make it through all this just fine’.”
So many thousands dead, or out of work and our best response is to put a teddy bear in the
window? Are such sentimental gestures and slogans sufficient to answer the one who says, “Mom is
in the hospital. Today may be her last day, and we haven’t been allowed to be with her during her
dying.”?
But then what do you say in the face of such a worldwide cataclysm? Some respond, not with
sentimental slogans but with straightforward despair: “A whole generation of students is having the
future pulled out from under them,” I heard a clergy colleague say. The sky has fallen, the world is
over. Still, gloom’s got more to commend it than the little girl’s note or the teddy bear in the window.
“In about two weeks, a virus has destroyed a year’s worth of my sermons,” groused a preacher.
“They lapped up my January homily, ‘Finding Meaning in Marriage.’ Sounds like sweet syrup now that
it’s the end of the world.”
Who cares about sermons on zest for your daily work, a reason to get out of bed in the
morning, or a positive attitude toward your coworkers when you are hunkered down in fear, out of
work, and too terrified or broke to dare a trip to the grocery store?
Disaster makes theologians of us all. Dr. Tam or Dr. Fauci can tell you the cause; only theology
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can say why. Dare ask, Why? we preachers are off to the races. Church is where we come asking,
Any word from God?
At the height of the pandemic, I heard lots of blaming, denying, and a modicum of recognition
that deep inequalities have been exposed, all that were made easier to swallow by sweet, syrupy
sentimentality: “We are all in this together,” and “Our social isolation is a time to reflect, and to focus
upon the love of our families, sit in the garden and read a book.”
I sometimes fear that one of the dangers to our church is not detached, urbane atheism, nor is
it fanatical, closed fundamentalism, or even open-minded-to- a-fault liberalism; our greatest distortion
of the gospel is overdone sentimentalism: the teddy bear in the window, the little girl with the kitten, as
answer to the challenging times in which we live.
Sentimentality denies our human enslavement to brokenness and sin, and it reduces the
gospel to fantasies of earnest human striving or vague positive feelings about ourselves, others and
the future. Sentimentality is the illusion that once we’ve said something, sighed deeply and shed a
sympathetic tear we’ve done something. Sentimentality is the pretense of love without justice,
forgiveness without reparations, lament without action, the gracious word of God without the judgment
or reproof from God. We are fine just as we are without need of divine intervention or dramatic divine
renovation. Rather than talk about a God who dares to justify the ungodly (Romans 4:5), we, the
willfully innocent, talk about how we’re progressing toward godliness on our own. Sentimentality is the
best we’ve got when God is conceived of as empathetic but inactive.
A mass killing? Hand out candles, have a candlelight vigil, link arms together, and talk about
how “this community comes together in times like these.”
Racism? “As I end my thoughts on racial justice I have a proposal: this week, find one person
of another race and just sit down and have a conversation. Discover the richness of this person’s
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experience. See Christ in them. You’ll be blessed.”
The essence of Christianity? “It all boils down to, ‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’ Don’t worry
about believing; it’s practicing that counts.”
Death? “She will live on in our memories.”
When Christian language is used for sentimental effect, particularly in church, the church
forfeits its most valuable asset— truthful speech—for a cheap emotional rush. Sentimentality is the
best we’ve got when God is rendered aloof, distant, and inactive.
There’s no cure for homiletical sentimentality other than unsentimental scripture. That’s
particularly true for this Sunday as scripture confronts us with a God who is present, active,
interventionist, and resourceful—whether we like it or not.
In the first weeks of the pandemic, many of the virtual sermons I heard reacted with
sentimentality, as if that’s the best we had to offer, stressing the need for kindness, social solidarity,
and empathy. Put a stuffed bear in the window and smile. Love your neighbor by keeping six feet
between you. (Country music singers and stand-up comics were saying the same.) Then Jesus took a
moment from his trek to the cross to prophesy the end of the temple (Mark 13), that is, the end of
religion as we had known it, not due to a virus, but to God. Stone not be left upon stone. With the
temple knocked out from under us, where will we go for hope and inspiration? Isn’t that the purpose of
religion?
When the sky turns dark, politicians are unmasked, we’re feeling helpless and out of control,
we sense that “life as we know it” is ending. If the CDC can’t save us, who can? Anxiety overwhelms.
Isolated from the crowd, with our securities ripped off, made discontent with our penultimate slogans
and heart-warming maxims, it was as if we understood: If Jesus Christ is not the full truth about God,
who God is and what God is up to, we are without hope.
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As Jesus left the temple, one of his disciples said to him, “Teacher, look! What awesome
stones and buildings!”
Jesus responded, “Do you see these enormous buildings? Not even one stone will be left upon
another. All will be demolished.” (Mark 13:1-2)
What a shock to the disciples for Jesus to be predicting that this grand temple, this source of
national pride and prestige, this eternal-looking temple, the only thing that Israel had left amid the ruin
of Roman occupation, this grand temple destroyed, not a stone left upon stone in the end.
“Nations and kingdoms will fight against each other, and there will be earthquakes and famines
in all sorts of places. These are the first birth pangs associated with the end.”(Mark 13:8)
We moderate, mainline Christians are disturbed by such apocalyptic talk.
Mainline, educated, respectable, liberal Christianity gets nervous when Jesus talks apocalyptic.
We prefer Jesus as a great moral teacher, example of compassion for the poor, or someone who
gives us a spiritual boost. None of that here in Jesus’s last will and testament, on his way to his end,
he speaks of our end.
“Jesus, before you leave, give us some final words of wisdom.”
Jesus replies: Everyone here is going to die. All this, for any of its present glory, is ending,
stone ripped from stone, your great monuments reduced to rubble.
We presumed that God had abandoned us to our own devices, that we had the whole world in
our hands, that it was up to us to make the world turn out right. Jesus says, No, God is going to get
what God wants, if God has to turn your world upside down to get it. God’s purposes will be
accomplished, God’s will done on earth as it is in heaven, but there might be some pain and
discombobulation associated with it.
The well used slogan at the gym, “No pain, no gain,” may apply to God’s saving, apocalyptic
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work. A sentimental pat on the head, “You’re wonderful just as you are, promise me you won’t change
a thing,” is inadequate for what needs doing in us and in our world. If our injustice is going to be made
right, if our lives are to be brought more in line with God’s intentions, then our hope must be more than
sentimental, humanistic, self-help. There’s got to be nothing less than divine dismantling,
reconstruction, reconfiguration and transformation.
And that’s what Jesus says is happening among us.
Jesus’ conversation found in today’s text was difficult to hear and hard to understand for the
disciples who sat with Jesus so long ago. In many ways it is also difficult for us to understand and
hear these words two thousand years later: Jesus is describing the life that is to come for the disciples
and for those who will follow. His intention is not to scare the disciples, but to prepare them and help
them understand that there are certain things that are important as he prepares to leave.
Jesus wants to remind, encourage, and warn the disciples, and us, that there are many
opportunities to hear legacies and create legacies that will draw us off course from where God intends
for us to be, but when we follow the legacy of the Christ, we can weather the storms and trials that
come and we can move forward in faith. Jesus knows that the disciples have been dependent upon
him and he worries about their future path. Out of this care and concern, Jesus tells them to keep the
teachings and the path that he has set for them and that no matter what destruction or persecution
may come, to remain faithful to his guidance. (Legacy of Christ, Chris J. Hayes.)
So the question we are left with: is today’s Gospel, with Jesus’s shocking prediction of the
destruction of the temple (which did eventually come to pass, by the way) good news or bad? Is our
time Good Friday or Easter?
We must wait, forswearing cheesy, sentimental consolation or explanation, looking not to
ourselves but to Christ for our deliverance. Thanks be to God. Amen.
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